
Five Stars Review

Hannah K
1 review

a months ago

Thank you so much Simone for your amazing service at our work event the other evening. Your bright and 
enthusiastic attitude made the whole experience even better! Another big thank you to Elisa for your 
quick responses to emails and being so helpful on the day! Can’t wait to work with you all again!

Ethan Maxwell
1 review

4 months ago

Great bartenders and mixologist! Couldn’t have asked for anyone better! They took our event to the next 
level! Highly recommended

Denise Flannery
1 review

6 months ago

These guys are the best, so friendly professional and such good value for money, they made my brothers 
wedding night extra special with there amazing cocktails and service, definitely has to be the best 
mixologist hire around ! we cannot wait to book again with you thank you :)

Ciccio Fontana
6 reviews

6 months ago

great tasting cocktails and such a warm and friendly service i wanted a mixologist hire for my sisters 
birthday and they were amazing cannot recommended these guys enough , thank you very much again!

Mike A
5 reviews

4 months ago

Hired a mixologist for my home party and they definitely delivered in excellent service, party vibe & 
delicious cocktails for all! Definitely a 5*  service

Ivan 4510
2 reviews

4 months ago

One of the most amazing bartender/mixiologist I ever have the pleasure to meet

He take my event to the next level, just amazing

Luca Sanna
1 review

6 months ago

I hired a mixologist for my friend birthday and I was surprised of the vibe and the quality of 
the cocktails.
Definitely recommended.

Istvan Szasz
1 review

6 months ago

Hired a mixologist and it was amazing !!
The cocktails were delicious !

Call Us Now
+44 20 3488 7283

Location
100 Drummond Rd, London SE16 
4DG, United Kingdom

Email Us
info@mixologistexpress.co.uk

Aleah
Local Guide · 98 reviews

6 months ago

Fantastic service from these guys! 😆😆
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